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Introduction

In his paintings, Cullen has crafted a recognized body of work as a contemporary
artist. His work reveals a strong sense of painting combined with colour
sensibility.

artist of note. He has had work selected by the RHA, the RUA, the RSA, and Eigse.
He has been a participant in several international art fairs.

Cullen’s studio overlooks an intimate and vibrant garden in South Dublin, which
together with his daily walks along the coastline continually provide a fresh
perspective on his surroundings. ‘Textures’ is a collection of paintings and
impasto work that explore the different techniques of painting that have
interested him in the last decade. Irrespective of technique, each piece is always
seeking to capture the essence of the image while attempting to pare it back to
its simplest form.
The artwork entitled ‘Harbour Fishing Boats’ demonstrates how Cullen explores
using blocks of colour in oil, applied with palette knives, then scraped back to
create a flat textured surface. The image is reduced to its bare minimum of form
and line creating the essence of the harbour.
‘Olives and Figs’ Cullen uses the figs from a tree in his garden exploring and
experimenting with mixed techniques starting with charcoal to define shapes. He
uses palette knives for texture and loaded brushes in oil paint mixed with linseed
oil that is dragged across the canvas and allowed to drip colour and create
texture.
‘Yellow Grids. San Francisco’ is a fine example of the impasto technique, creating
three-dimensional sculptural striated forms on the painting’s surface, achieved
by applying layer upon layer of paint on the canvas, taking months to complete.
He invites the viewer to engage and touch the surface, to play as a child, or to
stand at a distance and observe the simplicity of that life.
Image | Mark P Cullen in his studio, 2020

Mark P Cullen was born in Ireland and is from a renowned artistic family. He
currently lives and works in Dublin. Self-taught he has gone on to develop as an
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Mark P Cullen
Harbour Fishing Boats

46 x 60 I 68x 82 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR
2,900
for sale
This painting is pared back to simplify the image
to a few lines and angular shapes of colour,
representing the many fishing boats in the
harbour.
No | 11
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Mark P Cullen
Olives and Figs, Colette.

72 x 92 | 94 x 114 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 4,000
for sale
Cullen’s still life of figs and olives on a
kitchen table are inspired by figs from a
tree in his garden. ‘A present from my
late mother, Colette’. The flattened table
with three legs plays with depth and
scale. He uses a minimalist colour
palette, the subject matter sketched in
charcoal with some of the marks left to
show the history of the initial drawing.
On closer examination the large areas of
empty space are deceptively full of subtle
hues.
No | 12
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Mark P Cullen
Olives and Figs

41 x 51 I 63 x 73 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 2,200
for sale
Cullen uses the subject of figs from a tree
in his garden and explores mixed
techniques. He starts with charcoal
marks to define shapes. He then drags
loaded brushes of oil paint mixed with
linseed oil across the canvas allowing it
to drip down the canvas. Palette knives
are used to create further texture.
No | 13
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Mark P Cullen
Boats. Bulloch Harbour.

46x 60 I 68 x 83 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 2,900
for sale
Cullen seeks to pare back the image to its
simplest form, reducing shapes and lines
to their very minimum. He experiments
with the shapes and colours and how
they interact with each other.
No | 14
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Mark P Cullen
Upturned Boats

46x 60 I 68 x 83 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 2,900
for sale
Cullen loves the palette knife. Working on
one of his favourite local scenes (Bulloch
Harbour in South Dublin) he works on the
concept of combining abstract blocks of
colour with minimalistic shapes close to
realism. He finds the essence of the
subject with as few marks as possible.
No | 15
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Mark P Cullen
Yellow Grids.

36 x 52 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 2,650
for sale
Cullen explores an impasto technique, creating
three-dimensional, almost sculptural, forms. The
texture and striations on the surface are achieved
by applying layer upon layer of oil paint on the
canvas. This is a long process taking months of
work. Cullen invites the viewer to engage and
touch the surface, to play as a child, or to stand at
a distance and observe the simplicity of that life.
No | 16
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Mark P Cullen
Yellow Grids. San
Francisco

78 x 108 cm (9 panel) (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 9,500
for sale
Cullen uses palette knives and brushes in each
panel applying an impasto technique. Inspired
from working in San Francisco for 6 months,
sanding and painting the crusted 'Old Victorian
Ladies'. The grids reference a bird's eye view of
the cityscape.
No | 17
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Mark P Cullen
Blue Grids.

36 x 26 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 1,750
or sale
Cullen explores an impasto technique.
“The grids series are informed by
memories of my childhood, a simple
playful time, my world was a tactile
one; plasticine, paper-maché,
scalextric, plastic soldiers in trenches
gouged from the garden soil, and
castles dug in the sand of the nearby
beach”. He invites the viewer to
engage and touch the surface, to play
as a child, or to stand at a distance and
observe the simplicity of that life.
No | 18
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Mark P Cullen
Summer Boats. Bulloch
Harbour.

26 x 36 I 48 x 58 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 1,400
This painting is
image to a few
blocks of colour,
tied together
summertime.
No | 19

for sale
pared back to simplify the
lines and angular shapes in
representing the many boats
in the harbour in the
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Mark P Cullen
Flowers.

30 x 40 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 1,600
for sale
In this painting, Cullen mixes his technique of
flat washes with brushes, combined with
heavily loaded brushes dragged down the
canvas and textured areas of oil applied with
palette knives.
No | 20
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Mark P Cullen
Harbour Wall 1.

46 x 60 I 39 x 49 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 1,400
for sale
Cullen pares back the image to an almost
abstract form. He starts out with initial marks
made in charcoal. Colour is layered on to the
surface representing the old granite man-made
harbour, while the sea in contrast is represented
by a flat block of colour.
No | 21
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Mark P Cullen
Floral.

36 x 46 I 58 x 68 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR
2,600
for sale
Cullen uses washes of oil mixed with turpentine
for the negative spaces. Heavily loaded paint on
brushes are dragged down the canvas to depict
stems of flowers. Leaves and buds are painted
with palette knives adding texture to the subject.
No | 22
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Mark P Cullen
Dalkey Island, from
Killiney Hill. II.

40 x 50 I 55 x 64cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 2,200
for sale
Cullen experiments with loaded brushes allowing
oil to drip down the painting. Lines of charcoal
are left visible, and some overpainting of drips
creates a loose representation of the view.
No | 23
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Mark P Cullen
East Pier Lighthouse.

72 x 92 I 94 x 114cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 4,100
for sale
The subject is represented by blocks of colour
laid down with a loaded palette knife. There is
the merest hint of dimension implying the
horizon line linking the west with the east pier.
No | 24
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Mark P Cullen
Plants with ‘Mother-InLaw’s Tongue’.

80 x 80 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 3,800
for sale
Cullen seeks to apply paint more loosely with
loaded brushes and palette knives, mixed with oil
and turpentine washes.
No | 25
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Mark P Cullen
White Grids Coliemore

26 x 36 I 48 x 58 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 1,400
for sale
Cullen applies thick grids of white oil paint
allowing blocks of colours to show through and
reveal the local harbour scene.
No | 26
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Mark P Cullen
Winter Boats, Bulloch
Harbour.

46 x 60 I 68 x 83 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 2,900
for sale
Cullen uses textured blocks of paint applied with
heavily loaded palette knives to depict upturned
boats in the harbour. The granite blocks of the
pier wall and the ripples of the harbour water are
scratched out with screwdrivers.
No | 27
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Mark P Cullen
Yellow Tables and Chairs.

72 x 92 I 114 x 94cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR 4,100
for sale
Cullen uses blocks of colour laid on with palette
knives creating a still life scene of figs in a bowl
on a yellow table with chairs. He plays with scale
and dimension.
No | 28
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Mark P Cullen
Figs Olives and Garlic

24 x 34 I 48 x 58 xm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR
1,400
for sale
Cullen’s still life of figs, olives, and garlic on a
kitchen table are inspired by figs from a tree in
his garden. He uses a minimalist colour palette.
Large areas of negative space are deceptively full
of subtle hues.
No| 29
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Mark P Cullen
Harbour Wall II

26 x 35 I 39 x 49cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR

1,400

for sale

Part of a small series Harbour Wall II. Cullen
pares back the image to an almost abstract form.
He starts out with initial marks made in charcoal.
Blocks of colour are layered on with oil paint,
and common forms are scraped out with
screwdrivers.
No | 30
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Mark P Cullen
Dalkey Island from
Killiney Hill (I).

50 x 60 I 73x 83 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR
2,900
for sale
This painting is pared back to simplify the image
to a few lines and angular shapes in minimalist
blocks of colour, resulting in the recognisable
view of Dalkey Island from Killiney hill.
No | 31
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Mark P Cullen
Summer Terrace.

24 x 34 I 47 x 57cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR
1,400
for sale
Cullen applies thick grids of white oil paint on the
surface. Blocks of colour emerge through the
grids depicting a blue table with white chairs and
large pots of plants on the summer terrace.
No | 32
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Mark P Cullen
Harbour Trawlers.

76 x 102 I 95 x 120 cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR
4,100
for sale
Cullen uses textured blocks of coloured paint
applied with palette knives to depict boats and
trawlers in the working port. The flat colour field
representing the harbour water is in sharp
contrast with the smaller blocks of colours of the
trawlers.
No | 33
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Mark P Cullen
Harbour Fishing Boats.

29 x 38 I 52 x 63cm (h x w)
oil on canvas
EUR
1,600
for sale
Cullen simplifies this harbour scene to an
extreme form. Lines and blocks of colour
represent harbour fishing boats.
No | 34
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In Conversation
Where do you place your new body of work?
I'd like to think of it as exploring 2020. I was lucky in as much that the pandemic
gave me the time and freedom to experiment and to work without any
constraints or pressures. I spent a lot of time walking along the coastline
between Blackrock and Dalkey. Although it's been my stomping ground all of my
life, I'm constantly seeing it with new eyes and trying to bring a fresh perspective
to my work. There has been a great sense of freedom, during lockdown, where I
haven’t felt under pressure to produce any specific work.
How do you approach your work?
I work loosely from thoughts or memories, trying to make sense of my world. I
occasionally use photos or quick charcoal sketches as reference points. Although
the reference points or memories are informed by a reality, by the time the work
is completed the view is mostly abstracted.
I start out with a base of cadmium yellow deep on the white primed canvas, and
as I build up the layers of paint I like to leave a certain amount of the base and
charcoal marks exposed as part of the history of the painting. I use various
palette knives and brushes, and sometimes even a screwdriver or pencils to
scratch back the paint leaving marks that are often informed by reality.
I don't like complexity so I'm always trying to simplify my work trying to bring it
to its most simple form. Even when it looks like there are a lot of empty spaces,
there's actually a lot going on in them. I try to reduce shapes and forms to their
very minimum and I like experimenting with shapes and colours and how they
interact with each other.

A lot of my work is intuitive, and I'd like to think that is more important than a
sense of reality.
Where do you work?
My studio is a small space that looks out onto our garden in Blackrock. Space is
calm and reflective. There's a fig tree that has produced the figs that have been
featured in many of my paintings over the years.
Where does your inspiration come from?
I'd have to say most of my inspiration comes from growing up beside the
coastline. Most days my walks take in Seapoint, Dun Laoghaire, Bulloch and
Coliemore Harbours. A lot of the process for the ‘grids’ series comes from
childhood memories exploring these places, building sandcastles on Seapoint
beach, or digging trenches for plastic soldiers in the garden.
How has your work evolved?
Broadly speaking my work could be described as textured blockwork playing with
colour and shapes and making sculptural sense of them. However more recently I
have been experimenting with different techniques with a combination of
palette knife and brushwork, sometimes loading the brush with paint to drag it
across the canvas allowing it produce a drip effect.
For the last year or two, I've really enjoyed working on the ‘grids’ series because
it's a process that allows me to empty my mind and frees me to produce
something that doesn't have to appeal. I just enjoy the process of applying the
heavily laden knife with paint and layering it onto the canvas building up a threedimensional, sculptural, and striated form.
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Biography
Mark P Cullen (b. 1960)
‘I play with depth, dimension, scale, and perspective so there is an uncertainty
about the plane of the subject. My interest lies in texture and the simplicity of
form and line rather than the detail, but always giving the sense of place or
object'
– Mark P Cullen
Mark Cullen is an Irish artist, born in Dublin, who only started painting on a fulltime basis in 2003. A distinctive stylistic feature that runs through Mark's
paintings is the way that he leaves marks of his painting process visible in the
finished artwork. He often paints his canvas with a strong shade of orange and
outlines his composition in charcoal.
As a painting progresses, colours are applied with brushes or a palette knife and
are often scraped back, to reveal subtle highlights of the background colour,
which heightens and enlivens his overall composition.
His distinctive paintings of are scenes in and around the harbours of South
County Dublin, depicted in the bold, strongly contrasting palette have won him a
considerable following.
Mark is currently exploring the use of the technique of impasto to its limits in
abstract paintings creating a three-dimensional tapestry that teases the viewer
to engage in their form.
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2015 -2016 Art at The House, Howth, Ireland
2014 -2020 Ib Jorgensen, Dublin, Ireland
2009 -2020 RHA RUA RSA Eigse
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Irish Bankers Federation
Carr Communications
Cross Atlantic Capital Partners
Landmark Hotel
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Price List

25
26

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Harbour, fishing boats, oil on canvas, 46 x 60 cm | 68 x 83 cm
€2,900.00(f)
Olives and figs, Colette, oil on canvas, 72 x 92 cm | 94 x 114 cm,
€4,100.00(f)
Olives and figs, oil on canvas, 41 x 51 cm | 63 x 73 cm,
€2,200.00(f)
Boats Bulloch Harbour, oil on canvas, 46 x 60 cm | 68 x 83 cm,
€2,900.00(f)
Upturned Boats, oil on canvas, 46 x 60 cm I 68 x 83 cm,
€2,900.00(f)
Yellow ‘Grids Series’ 2020, oil on canvas, 36 x 52 cm,
€2,650.00
Yellow ‘Grid Series’ San Francisco, oil on canvas, 78 x 108 cm,
€9,500.00
Blue ‘Grid Series’, oil on canvas, 36 x 26 cm,
€1,650.00
Summer boats, Bulloch Harbour, oil on canvas, 26 x 36cm I 48 x 58 cm
€1,400.00(f)
Flowers, oil on canvas, 30 x 40 cm,
€1,600.00(f)
Harbour Wall 1 , oil on canvas 26 x 36 cm I 39 x 49 cm,
€1,400.00(f)
Floral, oil on canvas 36 x 46 cm I 58 x 68 cm,
€2,600.00(f)
Dalkey Island from Killiney Hill II, oil on canvas 40 x 50 cm I 55 x 64cm
€2,200.00(f)
East Pier Lighthouse, oil on canvas 72 x 92 cm I 94 x 114 cm,
€4,100.00(f)

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Plants in mother-in-law tongue, oil on canvas 80 x 80 cm,
€3,800.00
White Grid, Coliemore, oil on canvas 26 x 36 cm I 48 x 58,
€1,400.00(f)
Winter boats Bulloch, oil on canvas 46x 60 cm I 68 x 83,
€2,900.00(f)
Yellow tables and chairs, oil on canvas 72 x 92 cm,
€4,100.00(f)
Figs Olives and Garlic, oil on canvas 24 x 34 cm I 48 x 55
cm,€1,400.00(f)
Harbour Wall II, oil on canvas 26 x 35 cm, 49 x 49 cm,
€1,400.00(f)
Dalkey Island from Killiney, oil on canvas 50 x 60 cm I 73 x 83 cm,
€2,900.00(f)
Summer Terrace, oil on canvas 24 x 34cm I 47 x 57 cm,
€1,400.00(f)
Harbour trawlers, 76 x 102 cm I 95 x 120 cm
€4,100.00(f)
Harbour Fishing, 29 x 38 cm I 52 x 62 cm
€1,600.00(f)

All prices are quoted in euro and approx. measurements before framing, (f)
refers to artwork framed, the retail price above does not include any
additional costs, which may include framing, higher grade glass, or shipping
For more information,
info@wiltongallery.ie.

please

contact

the

gallery

or

email

All statements by us as to the authenticity, attribution, description, date, age,
provenance, title or condition of the Work constitute our judgement and opinion
only (save that this shall not operate so as to exclude any liability on our part for
misrepresentation) and are not warranted by us. We do not accept any liability
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as a result of any changes in expert opinion which may take place subsequent to
the sale. While we will on request explain the condition of the Work at the time
of the sale and provide any information in our possession about condition for
which you may reasonably ask, we will not be responsible for any subsequent
deterioration of the Work, however occasioned, after the sale.
You are responsible for satisfying yourself as to any statements made by us as to
the matters set out above.
All rights are reserved by Wilton Gallery, 2020.
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General Information
For all enquiries
Wilton Gallery
56 Glasthule Road
Sandycove
Co Dublin
A96 T2 K3
+ 353 (0) 89 410 7007
info@wiltongallery.ie
www.wiltongallery.ie
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